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 A Closer Look at the Deviance

 TREVOR HASTIE*

 Prediction error and Kullback-Leibler distance provide a

 useful link between least squares and maximum likelihood

 estimation. This article is a summary of some existing re-

 sults, with special reference to the deviance function popular

 in the GLIM literature.

 KEY WORDS: Exponential family; GLIM; Kullback-Lei-

 bler distance; Least squares estimation; Maximum likeli-

 hood estimation.

 1. INTRODUCTION

 The residual sum of squares (RSS), least squares esti-

 mation (LS), prediction error, and cross-validated RSS are

 all familiar terms in the ordinary regression analysis of a

 quantitative or "continuous" response variable. Deviance,

 maximum likelihood (ML) estimation, Kullback-Leibler (KL)

 distance, and AIC (Akaike information criterion) are similar

 concepts when modeling using likelihood principles. In par-

 ticular the class of GLIM models (generalized linear models)

 (McCullagh and Nelder 1983; Nelder and Wedderbum 1972)

 are foremost in mind. For these models the response, Y, is

 assumed to follow a one-parameter exponential distribution

 with density

 f0(y) = exp[Oy - 0(0)] dG(y), (1)

 where 0 is the natural or canonical parameter, f(0) is the

 normalizing function, and G is the carrier measure. The
 mean is given by ,u = d( 0)/dO and is monotone in 0, and
 thus the density can be indexed, alternatively, by ,. A

 common example is the binomial distribution, Y - B(n, p),

 for which 0 = log(pl(l - p)) and lf(0) = n ln(l + exp(6)).
 Typically one models the natural parameter 0, or some other

 function of ,, as a linear model IxtX, where x is a vector
 of p covariates.

 This note describes a framework that unifies these con-

 cepts and exposes the many analogies between the two modes
 of estimation. The ideas presented here are not new; rather

 they are established results simply stated for readability.

 Since the common link is the KL distance function, I start
 off with a definition and brief description of it.

 2. THE KULLBACK-LEIBLER DISTANCE

 The KL distance (Kullback 1959) measures the discrep-

 ancy between two densities, fo0 and fo2, and is defined by

 K(01, 62) = 2EO, lnLf9,(Y)/ft2(Y)1, (2)

 where Eol refers to expectation with respect to the density

 fol. (I have introduced a factor 2 for convenience; the orig-
 inal definition is without it.) For the remainder of the article

 I will consider the special case in which f ( F, the family

 of one-parameter exponential densities, indexed by the nat-

 ural parameter 6as in (l):fo(y) = exp[Oy - f(0)] dG(y).
 Since the mean EOY = ,L(6) is monotone in 0, we can,
 alternatively, index the densities by ,u. See Efron (1978a)
 for a comprehensive discussion on this family of densities.

 It follows easily from (1) and (2) that

 K(uj, tt2) = 2[(01 - 02)u1 - (q&(01)- -f(02))]. (3)

 One can think of K(,il, ,/L2) as measuring the distance be-
 tween the means. Intuitively, K(,gj, -U2) averages a measure
 of discrepancy between the two density functions pver their
 support and as such gives more weight (in this average) to
 areas of higher probability, as determined by the density

 4f1. K is asymmetric in its arguments and hence not a dis-
 tance function in the true sense. However, K(4j, 1?) ?? 0
 with equality iff 4f,1 42. A special case of K is when f
 is the standard Gaussian density, in which case K(Qj, ,U2)
 OII - 92)2.

 We can take this distance interpretation one step further

 and regard the positive random variable K(Y, kt) as a mea-
 sure of the deviation of the random variable Y from the

 mean ,. According to (2), this is given by K(Y, ,) = 2Ey
 ln[fy(Y*)/f,(Y*)], where we average over Y* with density
 indexed by Y: fy(y*). Hoeffding's representation of the
 exponential family (see Efron 1978a) uses such a construct:

 f,J(y) = f(y)exp[-/2K(y, ,)] (4)

 and thus

 K(y, ,u) = 2 lnLf,,(y)/f,(y)]. (5)

 In GLIM circles this quantity is called the deviance (or

 component of deviance), where y is a realization of Y and

 thus K(y, ,t) is a realization of K(Y, ,u). In general the
 deviance between two models ,u and ,L2 at observation y
 is defined as

 D(,gj, ,u2;Y) = 2 ln[f,,(Y)f,u2(y)]. (6)

 Note.

 1. If the first argument is also y, then from (5) and (6)
 D(y, y; y) = K(y, ,1), which is usually written as D(y,
 ,u). This is the deviance between the model ,u and the

 "saturated" model y (i.e., it fits y exactly).

 2. D(p1, k2; Y) iS a random variable, whereas K(j1,
 AL2) is not; in fact K(1j, L2) = E,1D(gt, A2; Y). D(t1,
 A2; y) is a realization of D4(1, tt2; Y).

 3. We are probably more familiar with a deviance for a

 random sample of iid observations yt = (Yi, Y2, , ')

 If two models for the mean are /i and /L2, then the KL
 distance between y and up = ,L 1 is

 *At the time this document was prepared, Trevor Hastie was a biosta-

 tistician at the Institute for Biostatistics, South African Medical Research

 Council. He is currently a member of the research staff at AT&T Bell

 Labs, Murray Hill, NJ 07974. The author thanks the referees and an

 associate editor for their constructive comments on an earlier draft of this

 article.
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 K(y, pI) 2 [lnfy(yi) - lnf,,,(yf)]

 D(y, L,), (7)

 and

 D(RI1, R12; y) D(y, IR2) - D(y, RI)

 = K(y, j12) - K(y, p,)

 n

 = 2 , [lnf,k,(yi) - lnf,12(yi)]. (8)

 4. Once again D(ji1, j2; y) #? K(RI1, 1), although in
 this case the deviance is an estimate of the KL distance.

 Iff is standard Gaussian, then K(y, ,u) = (y - tL)2, and

 in general we can regard K(y, ,L) as measuring the prediction

 error in using A to predict y; in this context we regard K as
 our loss function. For a non-Gaussian example of K, con-

 sider the binomial distribution

 K(y/n, ,u) = 2{y ln [(y/n)/pj

 + (n - y)ln[(I -y/n)/(l - 1 t)]}, (9)

 or in the binary case (n 1),

 K(y, ,u) = - 2[y ln ,u + (1 - y)ln(1 - ,ul)]. (10)

 [See Efron (1978b) for a detailed discussion of this and
 other measures of prediction error in the binary case.]

 3. THE OPTIMAL PREDICTOR

 In what follows I will define quantities in the general

 form and then follow it immediately with its more familiar

 squared error counterpart. With K(Y, iq) as our loss function
 and predictor 71, the risk or expected prediction error (EPE)
 is given by

 EPE = EK(Y, 7), EPE = E(Y - I)2,

 where the expectations are with respect to the distribution

 of Y. If pt = EY, then since K(Y, 1) = 2 ln[fy(Y)/f_(Y)]=
 2 ln[fy(Y)/f,j(Y)] + 2 ln[f,(Y)/f1(Y)l, we have

 E K(Y, 7i) = E K(Y, ,u) + K(,u, 17),

 E (Y - 7j)2 = var Y + (A - r)2 (12)

 This immediately gives the familiar result that the mean is
 the best predictor in terms of mean squared prediction error
 and, in general, in terms of expected KL prediction error.

 4. ESTIMATION

 Suppose that we have a random sample Yl, Y2, . Yn
 from f,, and we wish to estimate ,u. It is customary in the
 squared error case to find that q7 that minimizes (Iln)l(yi -

 an estimate of E(Y - q7)2. In general, we might min-
 imize

 1/n , K(yi, 17) =2/n , 1n[f\(Yi)/fT1jYi)]

 - D(y, 1711)/n, (13)

 an estimate of E K( Y, ri) .

 A

 K /q K(y,7)

 A A

 '77 = 77(~

 K(y, -q)
 y

 K (yF

 Figure 1. IMlustration of the Various KL Distances Between a

 Density f,, Indexed by its Mean u, an Observation Vector y From
 f,,, and a Parameterized Family of Approximating Densities fT,. In
 this case = 71(0) [ 3ol + fx. The MLE 1 = 1(0) = 361 +
 ,Bx indexes the member of the family closest in KL distance to y.

 From (13) it is clear that this procedure corresponds ex-

 actly to ML estimation. Alternatively, up to a factor l/n,

 (13) is the KL distance between the modelsfy andf11, where
 Y = (YI, Y2. y,,) and q = q1. From this viewpoint
 ML estimation corresponds to finding the member of the

 one-parameter family f, closest to y. Figure 1 depicts the
 situation; there is no covariate in this case [see Efron (1978a)
 for more details of the geometric interpretation].

 Estimation With Covariates

 If X is a covariate and we wish to model the mean or

 regression function E(Ylx) = ,u(x) by 71(x), then (12) be-
 comes

 ,UX,U-lx K(Y, q(X)) = ExEylx K(Y, tt(X))

 + ExK(t(X), q(X)),

 ExEylx(Y- i7(y))2 = Ex var(Y|X)

 + EX(t(X) - q(X))2. (14)

 (Usually we condition on the observed covariates-here I

 have averaged over the distribution of X as well; the con-

 clusions are the same.) We once again see that the optimal

 choice for 71(x) is ,u(x). Often 71(x) is constrained; that is,

 71(X) = go3 + O3x or rq(x) = s(x), where s is a "smooth"
 function. In this case minimizing (14) corresponds to finding
 that member of the constrained family closest to ,uL(x) in
 expected KL distance [see Hastie and Tibshirani (1986) for
 more details in the case of s(x)]. Figure 1 once again il-

 lustrates the minimization.

 Given a sample (yl, xl),...,(y,1, x,1) of iid pairs of
 (Y, X), we can estimate (14) by
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 1/n E K(yi, "(xi)) = 21nE In[I f; ;( Yi)I.1' ;K (Yi ) I

 = D(y, -q(x))/n. (15)

 Once again, minimizing this quantity, the mean deviance,
 corresponds to ML estimation. As an example consider the

 logistic regression problem: yi (i = 1, n) are assumed to

 be independent Bernoulli samples with E(yilxi) = 1)(xi),
 and typically we assume the mbdel log[,L(xi)/(1 - A(xi))] =
 logit[AL(xi)] = P( + fxi. (This corresponds to modeling
 the natural parameter Oi mentioned in Section 1.) One can

 easily show that D(y, FL) - 21i[(() + 3xi)yi + ln(I -
 ,a(xi))], which is exactly -2 x log-likelihood. For other
 generalized models there will also be, typically, a term

 depending only on y.

 5. BIAS DUE TO OVERFIT

 So far we have seen that the regression function ,L(x)

 E(Ylx) minimizes the theoretical quatity (14). The most
 cotmnmon methods of estimation, ML and LS, can be thought
 of as using an estimate of this theoretical quantity as a

 criterion for parameter estimation. Often we do not stop
 there but wish to try a variety of different models and pick
 the best one. For example, we might have a number of

 different linear models, each with a different number of

 parameters. Alternatively, we might have a variety of non-
 linear models, each with a slightly different functional form.

 In nonparametric regression, the window size or span of the

 smoother is a parameter that must be chosen. We might
 think of using the criterion that was minimized in the pa-
 rameter search within a model to select between the different

 models. Since the parameters of each model are chosen to

 fit the data best, however, it is not surprising that in general

 the model with the most parameters, or degrees of freedom,
 wins (fewest degrees of freedom for error). So what has

 gone wrong? For an entertaining account (with discussion)

 of how to avoid quch overuse of the data, the reader is
 referred to the papers of Stone (1974, 1977) on cross-val-
 idation. I summarize these ideas within the convenient set-

 ting of prediction error.

 S.1 Bias Due to Overrit: Least Squares Regression

 I first examine the LS linear regression model in more

 detail. Suppose that yi = ,/(xi) + Ei (i 1, ., n), E
 iid, xi are vectors of p covariates, and we approximate ,/(xi)
 by the linear model 71(xi) = P'xi. The coefficients are
 estimated by least squares, and the fitted values are denoted

 by 71(xi). A familiar result is that conditional on the observed
 covariates,

 ,,

 E(RSS)/n E (yi - 71(xi))'/n

 = j2 + I [LL(X1) - (X.)]2

 - _p/n]I2, (16)

 where var ?i = &J (see Lemma 1, Appendix). The term
 [p/n]&r is the average variance of f1(X1). If, however, we

 are able to draw a fresh sample of y's, say a Yi* at each xi,

 to measure the prediction error of our estimated mean, we
 tind

 n

 E(RSSI/n) = E (y* - 7(xj))I/n

 2 + - (u(xj) - Ef(x,))2 + p/nW2 (17)
 n

 (see Lemma 2, Appendix). Equation (17) makes a lot of

 sense: if we know the true regression function, our baseline

 average squared prediction error will be a2. Since the es-

 timated regression function has bias and variance, this must

 add to the baseline error. From (16) and (17) we see that

 RSS/n is biased downwards as an estimate of the EPE of

 71 by the amount 2[p/n]a2.
 In a more general setting, suppose that we use a linear

 smoother s(x) (see, e.g., Cleveland 1979) to estimate the

 regression function of y on a single covariate x. Let

 s = Sy denote the vector of n fitted values, where S is the

 n x n smoother matrix. We find

 1n
 E(RSS/n) = a2 + - E bias?

 n

 - -tr(2S - S'S)O-2, (18)
 n

 whereas

 E(RSS*/n) - a2 + - E bias? + - tr(S'S)a2 (19)
 n i = I n

 (Rice 1984; Tibshirani 1984). Both the trace terms in Equa-

 tions (18) and (19) have been used to define the "degrees

 of freedom" of a linear smoother S, as has tr(S) (Cleveland

 1979; Cleveland and Devlin 1986). The difference between

 (19) and (18) is (1/n) 2 tr(S)o-2, and in general the bias is

 of the form (1/n) 2po-2, where p represents the "degrees of
 freedom" of the fit. This has led to a variety of corrections,

 such as C,, (Mallows 1973), cross-validation (Stone 1974,
 1977), and others, which attempt to correct the RSS for this
 bias:

 1. C,, adds a term 2p6$,1n to RSS/n, where a&2 is an
 estimate of o2 obtained from a "full" model.

 2. Cross-validation replaces 71(xi) by 71,i)(x;), where the
 latter is an estimate using the same "prescription" as 71 but
 with the ith point removed. This fix in fact highlights the

 problem in using RSS: 71(xi) is correlated with yi, since it

 is a linear function of yi, and as such will tend to reproduce
 any random anomolies present in yi; 71(i)(xi) is not a function
 of yi. See Atkinson (198 1) for a full account of such cor-
 rections and Efron (1985) for a discussion on the relative

 merits of the various corrections in this case and those per-

 taining to the next section.

 5.2 Bias Due to Overfit: The General Case

 We have seen that the KL distance and deviance measure

 prediction error in the exponential family; in the general

 case does bias due to overfit occur, and in the same form?

 For the class of generalized linear models, suppose that

 4R = b'x, is the ML estimate of the linear predictor q1,. For
 the logistic regression problem logit(,u(x)) = 71(X). Let

 18 The American Statistician, February 1987, Vol. 41, No. I
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 2(xi) denote the fitted mean value corresponding to
 f1(xi), and let y(xi) be the fitted value corresponding to
 E(f1(xi)). Then it can be shown that

 n

 EE K(yi, ,(xi))/n

 = E K(y, i)In

 = ED(y, i)/n

 n

 = E K(yi, Au(xi))/n + X K(4(xi), y(xi))/n

 n

 - E E K(Q(xi), y(xi))/n (20)

 (Efron 1986; Tibshirani 1984). The E in (20) refers to con-

 ditional expectation, given the values of xi. The first term
 on the right of (20) corresponds to ul, the second to the
 average squared bias, and the third is a variance type term

 (all measured using the KL distance as a loss function). In

 addition, it can be shown that the last term is approximately

 p/n, where p is the dimension of the subspace spanned by
 xl, x2, . . ., x,2. Tibshirani (1984) showed that the decom-

 position (20) is approximately valid for more general meth-

 ods of modeling, such as local-likelihood smoothing.

 On the other hand, given a test sample y* (i = 1, n),
 we have

 n

 EEK( yi, ^ (xi))/n

 = E K(y*, ')/n

 n

 = ~ E K(y*, A(xi))/n + E K(A(xi), y(xi))/n

 n

 + E EK(y(xi), ,(xi))/n. (21)

 The last term is also a variance of fit type term, although
 not exactly the same as in (20) because of the asymmetry

 of the KL distance. It does, however, have expected value

 about p/n. So the analogy goes through and outlines the
 argument behind the AIC correction factor (Akaike 1973;

 Atkinson 1981), which, like Cp, attempts to correct the
 mean deviance for bias due to overfit:

 AIC/n = Deviance/n + 2p&-2/n (22)

 (in some cases, such as the binomial and Poisson, oj2 = 1).

 5.3 Example

 As a straightforward illustration let us examine again the

 Bernoulli distribution. Given a sample yi (i = 1, . . ., n),

 where yi - 0 or 1, suppose that ,u = lyiln and Ey, = A.
 Then

 n

 - - 2L[,uln,u+ (1 - ,u)ln(1 - ,)

 However, using a Taylor expansion,

 Z K(yi, ^)In = -2L, In, + (1 - ,u)ln(1 - I )]

 = -2[L ln + (1 - ,u)n(1 -,)]

 H(1. - H -22
 2A - + R)

 where E(R) O(1/n2) . Thus

 n

 E K(y-, ^)In

 n

 =E,K(yi, ^)In - 21n + O(Iln 2).
 i= 1

 Note that in this case p = 1.

 6. ADDITIVITY

 Finally, I draw further attention to the Pythagorean prop-

 erty of both KL distance and squared error (Fig. 2). Suppose

 that L1 is a p dimensional linear subspace of R'2, and , is
 the LS estimate or projection of y onto L1. If f is any vector

 in L1, then

 y f 12 2 y-Ly 2+ fi-f1 2, (23)

 where . j represents the usual Euclidean norm. In par-

 ticular, if f = 112 E L2 C L1 is the projection of y onto a
 q < p dimensional subspace of L1, then

 1 j2 y - I=I 11 2 + 11 1j 2. (24)
 This result is also true for generalized linear models (Simon

 1973) if projection is in the KL distance sense, and we

 y

 A

 K(Y, pLi)

 A

 K( Y7/2L2)

 A

 gH~~~~~~~~I 1 L 1

 KA A

 sense, that is, MLE's.
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 model q = xli, where q is the natural parameter and y the
 observed response vector. Thus

 K(y, i2) = K(y, >) + K(j1, t2). (25)

 Note:

 1. This result is always true if K is replaced with D.
 Simon's theorem tells us that in this special case of nested
 linear models D (1, AI2; Y) ( A 1, A2)

 2. From 4.1, projection in the KL sense means that 1i
 and A2 are both maximum likelihood estimators (MLE's).

 3. A special case of Simon's theorem is used in the

 derivation of (20): K(,u, y) = K(FL, Ar) + K(ji, y).

 If the true mean ,u(x) = E(ylx) is such that 1th(x) E L2,
 then Wilks's theorem gives us the familiar result that

 K( A 1, 2 )

 APPENDIX: PROOF OF DECOMPOSITIONS IN
 SECTION 5.1

 Lemma 1.

 E(RSS)/n = o.2 + E [(xi) - Ef(xi)]2In - [p/n]oU2.

 Proof. In vector notation,

 y- = (I- H)y = (I- H) (,u + ?)

 and

 RSS = (y - f)t(y -

 = p7(1-H)pF + 2FI(I -H),
 + ? t(I - H)?

 where H is the LS hat matrix. Now H,u = En, the middle
 term has expectation zero, and the last term has expectation
 oa2 tr(I - H) = o-2(n - p). The result follows.

 Lemma 2.

 E(RSS*/n) -2 + I[Ux1) -E

 + [pln]cr2.

 Proof. Let gi denote tu(xi), and so on. Then

 Ys - t= (y; - Hi) + (1i -E 7Ri

 + (E(?47) - fi)i
 Since 71 depends on y and is independent of y , the first
 and last terms are independent with mean zero and the

 middle term is not random. The result follows by squaring

 the left side and summing the terms. IiE(f4i - E(f1i))2 is
 the sum of the variance of the fits, and, as in Lemma 1,
 this is po2 Notice that such a derivation would not have

 worked in Lemma 1, since there the first and last term would

 not be independent.

 [Received January 1986. Revised May 1986.]
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